The speaker for Denmark should read "Mr. ANDERSEN", and the following amendments should be made to his statement:

Second paragraph: The second sentence should read:

"As the Community, moreover, was the largest single steel exporting group in the world, no other exporting group could possibly be considered a leader in world export if the idea of a price leader was to be retained; the statement that its export prices follow world market prices therefore could not be valid."

The last sentence should read:

"Therefore, whether an importer obtained equitable prices from the Community or not appeared to depend more on the particular community country from which the steel was imported, than on the absolute level of the export prices, which were fairly uniform throughout the Community."

Third paragraph:

In the first line delete "further".

The third sentence should read:

"Such a development could only be justified by production cost considerations; but as far as he had been able to see the development in various cost elements would have justified a greater equality in internal prices rather than a growing disparity."
In the eighth line of Mr. SWAMINATHAN's statement the word "casual" should read "causal".

The speaker for Norway should read "Mr. CAPPKLEN".

The second sentence of Mr. TATSUKE's statement should read:

"As the competition of low-price imports was a living issue, his Government was interested in the possibility of standardization."